
Your Exquisite Shopping Experience



HOW IT ALL STARTED
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Customer Loyalty programmes has a very long history, around the 
17th century the American retailers found a solution to retain their 
customers by offering them “copper tokens” with purchases that 
could be later redeemed for products on future purchases.

However, in the early 18th century, retailers quickly realised that 
using of copper tokens is too costly to promote customer loyalty, 
and around 1891 the “Green Shield Stamps” became one of the 
first retail loyalty programmes. They could arguably be considered as 
the predecessor of popular programmes like Air Miles and Airlines do 
today. 

Loyalty programmes have evolved throughout history. Once they 
existed simply to reward loyal customers when spending at a store, 
today the loyalty programmes are rewarding customers for variety of 
desired actions! From points at eBay, social media shares, fuels at 
gas stations, extended customer referrals that drive new customers 
& grow revenue, the options for customers rewards are almost 
endless.

In the modern day with the rise of eCommerce and digital payment 
infrastructure, it is now possible for anyone to start a reward/loyalty 
programme for their store or site. A loyalty programme is no longer 
reserved for the power players in the retail space — in fact, many of 
the most successful programmes are online and on mobile.
Throughout history and in a modern context, a typical loyalty 
programmes have always been about moving customers along their 
Customer journey with a business. 
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However, the modern-day Customer Loyalty Programme is 
becoming less & less popular among customers and become 
more & more price sensitive and reaching out for deals at giants 
and online stores. Businesses are grossly losing customer loyalty 
and the typical loyalty programme is not a solution anymore. 
With years of experience, Research & Development we have the 
solution, and have built an extended strategy on typical 
customer loyalty programme. The extended customer loyalty 
programme is a series of strategies built around the industries 
and is a comprehensive business model, which includes Market 

THE CUSTOMER LOYALTY MODEL
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restructure & Segmentation, and a dynamic mobile 
application supported by a highly scalable 
SaaS CRM-System.
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The Novelty-Card Mobile app, the Novelty Extended Loyalty Programme (NELP) is built on 
leading-edge technology for maximising and improving customer Interactions, Sales & 
Businesses growth.  

The Novelty Extended Loyalty Programme (NELP) is designed to provide customers a lifestyle, 
the most exquisite kind of shopping experience with access to a broader product and service 
range amongst larger network of businesses & groups.

The ECLP has four distinguished approach to its strategy:

1. The Novelty Extended Customer Loyalty Programme
2. The Metrics
3. Segmentation & Market restructure.
4. Systems & Technological Advancement.

THE EXTENDED CUSTOMER LOYALTY MODEL
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1. The Novelty Extended Customer Loyalty Programme
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A. Customer visit in store or online
The sole purpose of a loyalty programme is to increase 
customer retention and entice for repeat purchases and brand 
advocacy. According to a report published by ‘Accenture’ 
found that over 66% of UK & US customers spent more on 
brands that they emotionally attached and loyal to and the 
finding continued with some interesting insights about the 
power of loyalty programmes.

• Around 70% of the customers consider registering to a   
   loyalty programme so that they can be part of their 
   relationship with the business.
• Effective loyalty programmes can increase a brands 
   market share by 20%.
• 84% of the consumers said that they are more likely to 
   visit an online website with a loyalty programme.

B. Increase in Repeat Sales
The repeat purchases of the customers are the primary metric 
on which the success of a loyalty program is measured. There 
shall be no doubt that a carefully designed customer loyalty 
programme could increase sales 30% from existing total 
revenue. Otherwise, highly recommended to do an in-depth 
analysis of the program to fix the underlying issue. 

C. Healthy Relationship with the Customers
Throughout years loyalty programmes have steadily 
transformed from a simple transaction to a more 
emotional and personal connection between the 
brands and its customers. This is evident in the way 
more brands are incorporating higher and attractive 
personalisation experiential rewards into loyalty 
programmes. Consumers also increasingly expecting 
early access and VIP benefits in return for their loyalty 
at specific brands. As a result, several brands have 
incorporated their loyalty programmes into the 
Customer Relationship System (CRM)



1. The Novelty Extended Customer Loyalty Programme

D. Increased Average Order Value (AOV)

The Average Order Value (AOV) reveals how much a customer 
shall typically spend every time they visit in store or online. It is 
simple but a vital metric because you are increasing your 
overall revenue with zero acquisition costs. With effective 
promotions and value propositions it is easier to entice an 
existing customer to tack in a few more bucks to their order 
than convincing a new visitor to go through the entire sales 
funnel. 

Reports reveals that majority of brands see an average 
increase of 13% AOV through loyalty reward programmes. Of 
course, this a very conservative estimate however, there are 
instances that where loyalty programmes have driven cross 
selling and upselling has resulted in 25 to 35% increase in 
AOV. This clearly indicates that a successful loyalty programme 
not only retain customers but also entices to spend more in 
your store and brands.  

E. Improves Brand Perception

Loyalty programmes offer far more grater insights abouts 
customers, such as their demographic, purchase patterns, 
products & service preferences, and many more compared to a 
purchase order on an invoice. 

The data gathered through a loyalty programme is 
extremely credible and valuable as it reveals the true 
preference of a customer and over the years, brands 
have realised its potential as a data goldmine. 

Moreover, the ability to integrate Loyalty Programmes 
with CRM platforms allows brands to combine data from 
sources like, multiple merchants, vendors, social media, 
in-store and mobile applications to create a rich persona 
for every customer.
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F. Improve customer lifestyle & value propositions

The Novelty Extended Loyalty Programme (NELP) shall 
evolve your existing loyalty programme, transforming your 
customer perception to a much richer and wider shopping 
experience beyond your store and brands. The NELP shall 
connect your store, brands and your customers with 
another desired store and brands whereas, in return you 
shall gain access to reach out customers from other stores 
and brands to have a joint and collaboration deals and 
promotions and providing you a Decisive Customer 
Group.

This process includes, defining market Segments & market 
restructure and incorporating the Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) system. NELP is not simply a 
customer loyalty programme but a powerful business 
strategy that can have:

•  Increased on customer Loyalty.
•  Substantial Increase in sales growth.
•  Substantial increase on customer new visits. 
•  Increase Average Order Value.
•  Increase Customer Lifetime Value. (CLV)
•  Increase customer retention.
•  Improves customer perception and brand  
    advocacy.
•  More rewards and value propositions to 
    customers.
•  Reduce threat of new entrants.

•  Reduce the threat of customers switching to 
    online sellers.
•  Reduce acquisition cost. 
•  Integration with existing CRM, ERP, POS & HIRS
    systems.
•  Upselling and cross selling your brands with 
    promotions of another store or brands. 
•  Ability to provide rich and valuable primary data 
    of customers behaviour beyond an instore 
    activity.
•  Brand engagement & Brand advocacy, social 
    media and rich customer profile & persona.
•   Data sources from multiple merchants. 

What is for the customers 

•  Standardised discount from all brands and 
    merchants from the decisive group
•  Rewards on special promotions.
•  Rewards for repeat transactions
•  Rewards on increased AOV or cross selling 
    and upselling
•  Rewards on displaying a specific behaviour, 
    such as FB likes Reviews and post shares.
•   Rewards of customer referrals.
•   Combined or packaged rewards between 
     two or more brands and stores.
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2. The Metrics 
The Novelty Extended Customer Loyalty Programme is built on 
metrics to provide you strong insights and reports on customer 
behaviour and is the key to success for effective and efficient 
loyalty programme. 

How can you measure the success of your loyalty card 
programme? As increasing number of businesses are focusing 
on implementing marketing efforts to boost their revenue, it is 
crucial for marketers to present how effective can be from the 
ROI on Loyalty programmes. 

Key metrics as to how to measure the effectiveness of the 
extended customer loyalty programme:
A. Customer Lifetime Value
Customer Lifetime Value is simply the overall revenue 
contribution of a customer during their engagement with a 
brand. To compute CLV, you need to compute the Customer 
Value. (C.V.)

The RR is the percentage which indicate at what rate the 
customers redeeming their points issued. A low redemption 
rate indicates an issue with redemption process of the loyalty 
programme, i.e., customers are earning points and not 
spending them, in this case you must analyse the loyalty 
programme. The goal is to increase the engagement & 
redemption rate and it is considered 25% engagement & 
redemption rate is a healthy benchmark.

B. Tracking Customer engagement & Redemption Rate (RR)

Once you have the Customer Value; you can get the   
Customer Lifetime Value simply multiplying it with the average 
life span of the customer. The challenge is getting the exact life 
span of a customer, it is never easy especially if you have a 
relatively new brand. 3 years is a good rule of thumb.

• Average Order Value (A.O.V.) X Purchase Frequency 
 = Customer Value (C.V.)

• Customer Value (C.V.)  X Customer Lifespan 
  = Customer Lifetime Value (C.L.V.)

Point issued / Point spend = Redemption Rate (R.R)

Customer engagement ties up with the Redemption Rate, in that 
it measures the actual engagement of the customer with the 
loyalty programme.

C. Tracking the Engagement Rate:

Total Customers / Customer Engagement
= Active Engagement Rate (A.E.R.)
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D. Customer Repeat Purchase Rate: 

The Customer Lifetime Value is a powerful metric to measure the 
long-term impact of the loyalty programme, whilst the Repeat 
Purchase (RPR) provides you an overview of the short & Midterm 
impact. The RPR generally gives you an average of the 
customers who has made purchases for a period of a year.

One of the primary purposes of a loyalty programme is to 
increase customer repeat purchase and the Lifetime value.

Good words are spoken among good friends, generally among 3 
to 4 people. Customer referral is another key component of the 
Loyalty Programme Matric. A successfully designed customer 
loyalty programme can drive around 30% to 40% new customers 
to purchase their emotionally attached brands and products. 
Delightful customers always advocate customer lifestyle. 
The Novelty-Extended Loyalty Programme shall be able to give 
your comprehensive reports on every matric for marketers to 
have an effective & Successful loyalty programme

E. Customer Referral Rate

Repeat Customer purchases (Annually)
/ Total Customers (Annually)

= Repeat purchase Rate (R.P.R.)

Total Referral (Annually) / Total Customers (Annually)
= Customer Referral Rate

3. Segmentation & Market restructure.
A. The Decisive Market 
The decisive market segmentation is a comprehensive 
restructuring, which includes identifying & defining 
customer groups based on their:

• Socio-Demographic - Age, Sex, Education, 
   background & ethnicity, Religious affiliation, marital 
   status, household,employment & income.

•  Geographic - Ideal if you are a large business because 
    it helps to understand specific location-based attributes 
    of an ideal customer group in a decisive market, which 
    shall enable you to better address the varying needs 
    and wants of customers in different ideal customer 
    groups. 

•  Psychographic - 
•  Behaviour - 
These groups in the decisive model are known as Ideal 
Customer Groups (ICG) and each ICG is assigned to a 
Decisive Group. There will be only three Decisive Groups 
in a Decisive Market.
The decisive market model describes, that the NELP is 
the aggregator shall control and process the data for its 
clients and shall execute its responsibilities according to 
the data protection acts and legislations under the law of 
the state and land.



B. Key factors:
1.Thereat of Giant corporates and eCommerce.
Giant corporates and manufactures are now reaching out 
directly to your customers via their owned eCommerce 
platforms or through popular eCommerce channels such 
as the ‘Amazon’ or ‘eBay’.  This strategic move has 
severely affected many businesses globally. Evidently, 
UK’s top high street retailer John Lewis and ‘Debenhams’ 
continue to close down their high street stores during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and Mother care have gone into 
administration and the pandemic made the obvious 
evitable, an evident. 

2. Bargaining power of customers & buyers  
An increasing number of customers are demanding 
products & services to include with deals, discounts, 
promotions, convenience and etc, technically, your 
customers want more, from you and cheaper. The 
eCommerce is the biggest slayer in the market, they can 
be very competitive in prices, due to low cost on their 
infrastructure and because of low bargaining power of 
suppliers.  Of course, you offer brands more than a 
product, but we must not forget Amazon, Alibaba or Uber 
are very powerful brands too. Due to these factors’ 
customers have a moderately high bargaining power. 

3. Increasing marketing expenses.  
Of course, for various reasons you may have to increase 
your prices on Products and services to maintain a 
reasonable mark-up, but yet the profit margins are getting 
slimmer to the bone, due to increasing marketing, 

4. New Entrants into the industry 
There is a moderately low Braaies to Entry in Sri Lankan for 
the FMCG, retailers, Leisure, Restaurants, clothing, industries. 
New businesses are open at increasing rate and new 
Bargaining power of buyers and customers is one of the 
potters five forces

entries shall eat up your customer base and margin from 
existing business. Therefore, your power is affected by the new 
entrants and effective competitors can make a significantly 
larger impact to your business.     

branding and logistic costs. The worst of all, when a market or 
industry has to pay these expenses to service providers, who 
are out of your industry’s circular flow of income & spending.
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Bargaining power of buyers and customers is one of 
the potters five forces

Bargaining power of suppliers is one of the potters 
five forces 
  
https://notesmatic.com/2017/11/five-forces-analysis-
ecommerce-industry/
 
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/porter.asp

•

• 

• 

•  





The Decisive Market Model

The NELP is not the Typical Loyalty Programme, it ties-up with the Decisive Market Model and a series of strategies of 
market restructure and defining segments and customer groups. Besides, all the goals & objectives and metrics that of a 
Loyalty programme has to offer, the Novelty Extended Loyalty Programme is an extended strategy to businesses and, 
increase in sales and growth, whilst more rewards and discounts for customers and driving down the customer acquisition 
cost and increase Customer Retention Rate and Customer Lifetime Value. The approach ECLP strategy involves a market 
restructure in to three different tiers. 
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1. The Decisive group ‘A
The decisive group ‘A’ is the top tier, it is consisting ideal groups of both Merchants and the customers with a higher 
disposable income. The Novelty Extended Loyalty Programme shall be the aggregator.

A. Merchants – This merchant group the decisive ‘A’ is the highest tier, that offer top products and brands, and the 
evaluation & selection of this group is defined by, size, turnover, popularity, market share and level of competition.

B. Customers – This group is consisting of customers with high and moderate disposable income, and the basis of 
evaluation & selection of these customers are based on Socio-Demographic, Geographic, psychographic & Behaviour

C. Aggregator – Is your Novelty Extended Loyalty Programme, the system shall manage your loyalty programme. 

Your store 
and your 
customer 

base

Coffee shops 
& their 

Customer

The Clothing 
store & their 
Customer 

base

Grocery 
stores & their 

Customer
The ECLP & 
Aggregetor 
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Clothing 
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shoppers 
& 10 Billion 
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25000 Customers

13 Billion revenue
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The above diagrams describe the following:

•   Your Store & Brand and other similar brands and businesses that fits the defined criteria for Decisive Market group ‘A'. 
     This includes all customers within the defined customer group.
•   The coffee shops & the customers that fit the defined criteria.
•   The clothing stores and their customers that fits the defined criteria. 
•   The Grocery store and their defined customers fits the criteria.
•   The Novelty Extended Loyalty Programme is the Aggregator. 
•   The Collective and combined total customer base.

The NELP shall define and structure each of each decisive group combing with all the ideal customer groups of the same tier. 
This shall allow the customers of a particular Decisive group to interact and enjoy discounts and rewards from a multiple network 
of merchants. Nevertheless, this will strengthen the market and protect your customers switching from your businesses & brands, 
besides, the exquisite customer experience and journey that your existing loyalty programme cannot provide. 
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